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Ever since its inception, The Salvation Army has drawn its recruits from the margins, and made obvious to 
those near and far that Christ is for everyone. Beginning the Army’s early work in India, Salvationists were far 
more willing than other overseas missionaries to accommodate to local customs and dress, echoing Sadhu 
Sundar Singh’s famous missional axiom that ‘the Water of Life’ be offered in an Indian cup. Notwithstanding 
such promising beginnings, as a movement it has not been immune to the pressures of nationalism and 
colonialism. In Australia, with few exceptions, the Army has struggled to reach significant numbers of members 
of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. This paper makes an urgent appeal for a recovery of the 
radical inclusiveness of the early Salvation Army. It highlights select accounts of Army missional practices and 
convictions in light of its Wesleyan heritage, the Great Commission (Matt. 28:18-20), and the Apostle Paul’s 
appeal to witness ‘by all possible means’ (1 Cor. 9:19-23). In conclusion, it calls for a reconceptualisation of 
culturally sensitive symbolism, and for Salvationist mission to be expressed through radically inclusive 
communities characterised by kenotic love: a salvation people sent to the margins, crossing borders by all 
possible means. 
 ____________________________________________________ 

 
Jesus developed a reputation for associating with the wrong crowd. It was said of him that ‘he 
welcomes sinners and eats with them’ (Luke 15:2). When challenged by the religious establishment of 
the time, the Lord insisted, by way of parable, on the need to leave the ninety-nine in order to go after 
and find the lost sheep (Luke 15:3-7). Herein is captured the essence of the centrifugal identity-in-
mission of the early Salvation Army. Filled with the same Spirit as their Lord, this was to be an army 
with no nominal members, where each soldier was saved and sent to embody, enact and preach 
salvation wherever they went. The early Salvationists conceived of themselves as a ‘salvation people’ 
particularly sent to the margins of society, compelled by the love of Christ to cross borders. They 
would go on to demonstrate tremendous agility and pragmatism in their commitment to fulfilling the 
Great Commission by all means possible. 

 The Army’s mission centred around ‘others.’ From the beginning, it did not set out to form a new, 
independent church. Rather, the growing movement’s constitution as a church in its own right could 
be found primarily in the lack of welcome in the established churches of the sort of unsavoury and 

confronting characters it attracted as converts.1 So radical was the orientation towards the lost sheep 
of the periphery found in the nascent movement that it spread like wildfire, challenging class 
structures and offending religious sensitivities not just within Great Britain itself, but soon beyond its 
borders, to the utmost ends of the earth.  

Early Salvationism was by no means birthed in a vacuum. Rather, it developed in direct continuity 
with John Wesley’s theology. As the movement sought to articulate its doctrines, it did so by applying 

only minor edits to the doctrines of the Methodist New Connexion.2  In fact, so profound was the 
impact of the Wesleys on the Booths that William once went so far as to speak of John Wesley as a 
‘prophet’ of the one true God, adding that, ‘all that was wanted … for the salvation of the world was the 

faithful carrying into practice of the letter and the spirit of his instructions.’3 Separation from 

Methodism also caused Catherine Booth a great degree of sadness.4  

                                                 
1 Initially, the desire had been to ‘get the people saved, and then to send them to the churches,’ however this proved impractical, 
since ‘they would not go when sent’ and ‘they were not wanted.’ This is outlined in ‘How We Began,’ in W. Booth, A.M. Eason, 
and R.J. Green, Boundless Salvation: The Shorter Writings of William Booth (New York: Peter Lang, 2012), 39. Booth-Tucker 
further explicitly refers to the fertile grounds of ‘the very dungheaps of society’ and the ‘unsavoury masses’ in Frederick de 
Lautour Booth-Tucker, The Life of Catherine Booth: The Mother of the Salvation Army, vol. 2 (New York: Fleming H. Revell 
Company, 1872), 155. 
2 ‘The Doctrines of the Methodist New Connexion’ (1838), reprinted in Appendix 2 of The Salvation Army, The Salvation Army 
Handbook of Doctrine (London: Salvation Books - The Salvation Army International Headquarters, 2010), 282-83. 
3 William Booth, cited in J.G. Ervine, God's Soldier: General William Booth, vol. 2 (New York: Macmillan, 1935), 735. Also 
Roger Green, War on Two Fronts: William Booth’s Theology of Redemption (Alexandria: Crest Books, 2017), 10. 
4 Catherine Bramwell-Booth, Catherine Booth: The Story of Her Loves (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1978), 49. 



The very foundation of Salvationist theology was therefore firmly anchored in unlimited 

atonement, salvation and love for ‘every soul that God has made.’5 It would continue firmly along the 
path which John Wesley had inspired in saying ‘there is no end of his goodness. God’s love extends 

even to those who neither love nor fear God…without any exception or limitation.’6  The sum of 

Christian perfection was correctly understood as love both of God and neighbour.7 Expressing the 
identity-in-mission of the growing missionary movement, Booth would speak in terms of ‘a salvation 
people’ whose speciality was ‘getting saved and keeping saved, and then getting somebody else saved, 
and then getting saved ourselves more and more, until full salvation on earth makes the heaven 

within, which is finally perfected by the full salvation without.’8   
Coupled with this was a deep yearning to ‘increase the speed if we are to keep pace with the 

yearnings of the Almighty Heart of Love that would have all men be saved.’9 Early on, Catherine Booth 
had identified as the fundamental principle underlying the Scriptures ‘that His light and grace is 

expansive.10  That expansion, however, was one which demanded, on every occasion, active 
participation. She continued, ‘God has in no case given His light, His truth, and His grace to any 
individual soul, without holding that soul responsible for communicating that light and grace to 

others.’11   William elaborated further, ‘our work is salvation…We are not mere sentimentalists or 
theory people; we publish what we have heard and seen and handled and experienced of the word of 
life and the power of God. We aim at salvation…Soul saving is our avocation, the great purpose and 

business of our lives.’12 When the General penned his famous hymn, ‘O Boundless Salvation’ in 1893, 

it became the battle cry of fiercely missional salvation people.13  
The expansive light and grace would soon place the eager Salvationists at loggerheads with both 

societal and ecclesial structures. They found themselves in good company with Jesus himself, 
however, who did much of his work at the margins and to the benefit of the marginalised in Galilee 
and Samaria, mostly outside of the expected religious places. The growing Army’s message would 
from here on spread through the mouths of ordinary people: ‘mechanics, domestic servants, factory 

girls, farm labourers.’14  To Victorian era onlookers, its meetings were described as ‘plain, vulgar, 

downright, most unfashionably earnest.’15 The Army’s turn away from the dominant culture and 
privilege, to the poor and ‘neglected crowds of people who are living without God and without hope,’ 

was not uncontroversial and brought persecution.16 The Booths would be described as subversive, and 

Catherine Booth called ‘a Socialist, and something more.’17    
Nevertheless, the margins provided exceedingly fertile soil for an astonishing number of unlikely 

people to come to faith and attach themselves to the movement.18  The uncompromising commitment 
to the newfound military structure further helped coordinate the sending of apostles and evangelists 

to new areas. In eight years the number of active officers grew by 6,200 per cent.19  By 1888, The 

Salvation Army was the world’s fastest growing Christian sect.20  Catherine Booth was unyielding and 
pragmatic, so long as the work of expansive salvation was in view, saying, ‘For Christ’s sake, send 

                                                 
5 J. Wesley, ‘A Plain Account of Genuine Christianity,’ cited in A.C. Outler, John Wesley (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1964), Section I:5-9, 183-85. 
6 J. Wesley, ‘Predestination Calmly Considered,’ The Works of John Wesley, 14 vols. (London: Wesleyan Methodist Book Room, 
1872), Section 42, 10:227. 
7 J. Wesley, ‘On Perfection,’ Works, Section 4, 6:413ff. 
8 ‘Our New Name,’ first published in The Salvationist 1 (January 1879), 1-3, reprinted in William Booth, Salvation Soldiery: A 
Series of Addresses on the Requirements of Jesus Christ’s Service (London: The Salvation Army International Headquarters, 
n.d.), 15. 
9 W. Booth, The General’s Letters (London: The Salvation Army, 1885), 97-99. 
10 C. Booth, ‘The World’s Need,’ in Aggressive Christianity: Practical Sermons (Boston: McDonald & Gill, 1883), 148. 
11 C. Booth, Aggressive Christianity, 148. 
12 W. Booth, ‘Our New Name,’ in Salvation Soldiery, 18. 
13 W. Booth, ‘Boundless Salvation!,’ The War Cry, 23 December, 1893, 27. 
14 Bramwell Booth, Echoes and Memories (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1925), 31. 
15 Citation attributed to a reporter from London’s Secular Review, cited in H. Gariepy, Christianity in Action: The History of 
the International Salvation Army (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2009), 18. 
16 Early on, having formed The Salvation Army, William Booth identified ‘the neglected crowds’ as the specific focus of the 
mission, cited in H. Begbie, The Life of General William Booth: The Founder of the Salvation Army (London: Macmillan, 
1920), 363. Dayton expands on the persecution of Salvationists in Donald W. Dayton, ‘“Good News to the Poor”: The Methodist 
Experience after Wesley,’ in From the Margins: A Celebration of the Theological Work of Donald W. Dayton, ed. C.T.C. Winn 
(Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1995), 99ff. 
17 W.T. Stead, Life of Mrs. Booth: The Founder of the Salvation Army (London: Fleming H. Revell, 1900), 195. 
18 F. de Lautour Booth-Tucker, Life of Catherine Booth, 155. 
19 General John Larsson and The Salvation Army, How Your Corps Can Grow: The Salvation Army and Church Growth 
(London: International Headquarters of The Salvation Army, 1988), 1. 
20 N. Murdoch, Origins of the Salvation Army (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2014), 136. 



somebody after them. If they will not have your doctors of divinity and your polished divines, get hold 

of fishermen and costermongers and send them!’21 William elaborated, in retrospect, on ‘those masses 
of poor people…without God or hope in the world,’ saying that ‘those people shall be our people, and 

they shall have our God for their God.’22  
The radical shift to include the disenfranchised and go further than many others had dared would 

change not just the religious landscape of Britain, but also help shape the understanding of salvation 
among members of The Salvation Army. Reducing salvation to mere intellectual assent would be 
unacceptable. Salvationist soteriology would by necessity take both ethical and social expression. 
William Booth would go on to stress the need for practical help in addressing matters of injustice: 
‘Why all this apparatus of temples and meeting houses to save men from perdition in a world which is 

to come, while never stretching out to save them from the inferno of their present life?’23 He 
envisaged a more holistic salvation - not just ‘from the miseries of the future world’ but from ‘hell and 
sin and vice and crime and idleness and extravagance, and consequently very largely from poverty and 

disease.’24 For such a vision to succeed, Booth acknowledged, the movement would need to enter a 
new land, where, in addition to ‘knee-drilling,’ people would put skills and ‘knowledge of a different 

character’ to use in service of the marginalised.25 In pursuit of more holistic mission, he further 
envisioned the church as ‘a centre of every conceivable humanising and spiritualising influence and 

activity.26  
If there would be one expression, other than chaos, to describe the Salvationists’ methods in 

mission, it could be framed in terms of the Apostle Paul’s missional maxim ‘so that by all possible 
means I might save some’ (1 Cor. 9:19-23). This, according to the Orders and Regulations (1886), was 
to be done with the utmost respect, never attacking practices of the religion of others, and avoiding 
disputes. ‘Without any sacrifice of principle,’ Booth challenged his Army, ‘be all things to all men’ in 

order ‘thereby to gain some.’27 In fact, William Booth, like Catherine, ever the pragmatist, is once 
reported to have said, ‘If I thought I could win one more soul for Christ by standing on my hands and 

beating a tambourine with my feet, I would learn to do it.’28 Catherine also weighed in, ‘The Army’s 

success has been built upon the great fundamental principle of adaptation.’29 The Army adopted a 
utilitarian approach to music, seeking to reclaim for the church the domain of ‘secular music’ and 

adopt it for evangelistic purposes.30  Even the organisation of the church along military lines, during a 
time when the Army was a source of great admiration, could be understood to be tactical in nature 
rather than necessarily a paradigmatic blueprint for all time.  

The early Army was also exuberant and charismatic, with the gifts of the Spirit seen as helpful in 
drawing attention to the mission. William Booth welcomed their use and expansion as ‘a great 
blessing to mankind’ and was nothing but sympathetic to ‘the recent remarkable signs and wonders 

wrought amongst us.’31  The presence of the Spirit and deep spiritual encounters were pivotal to the 
Army’s life and practice. William exhorted every Salvation soldier, not to trust in The Salvation Army, 
‘but in the mighty God who has made The Salvation Army,’ adding, ‘our strength is not in our banners, 

nor our colours, nor our comrades, apart from the almighty power of God the Holy Ghost.’32 
Catherine, too, was adamant that it would be better for the movement to ‘simply go out…and the 
sooner the better, when it has ceased to live,’ adding that ‘we don’t want to create a form, capable of 

                                                 
21 C. Booth, Aggressive Christianity, 66. 
22 Cited in G.S. Railton, The Authoritative Life of General William Booth (New York: Hodder & Stoughton, 1912), 56. 
23 W. Booth, In Darkest England and the Way Out (London: Funk & Wagnalls, 1890), 16. 
24 W. Booth, ‘Salvation for Both Worlds,’ (1890) in Eason, and Green, Boundless Salvation, 51-59. 
25 W. Booth, In Darkest England and the Way Out, 283-84. 
26 Speech by William Booth to International Staff Councils (1904), cited in Andrew Bale, ‘The Past Is Good,’ Journal of 
Aggressive Christianity, no. 45 (2006): 4ff. 
27 The Salvation Army, Orders and Regulations for Field Officers (London: The Salvation Army, 1886), 529-33. 
28 Speech attributed to William Booth, cited in W. Barclay, The Letters to the Corinthians (Louisville: Westminster John Knox 
Press, 1956), 247. 
29 J. Cleary, ‘Boundless Salvation: An Historical Perspective on the Theology of Salvationist Mission,’ 46. Unpublished 
document held at Eva Burrows College library. 
30 W. Booth, Salvation Soldiery, 120.  Booth is also cited elsewhere as saying of Salvation Army music that, ‘all his beating and 
blowing is to get people first into the barracks and then to the Pentitent Form,’ in Ronald W. Holz, ‘The Story Behind Salvation 
Army Music,’ Christian History 9, no. 2 (1990): 30. 
31 W. Booth,‘Gifts of the Spirit,’ The War Cry, 14 March 1885, republished in J. Waldron, The Most Excellent Way (Toronto: 
The Salvation Army, 1978), 1. 
32 W. Booth (July 1882), cited in R. Sandall, A.R. Wiggins, and F.L. Coutts, History of The Salvation Army: 1878-1886 
(London: T. Nelson, 1947), 222. 



holding together when the Spirit has departed; we would rather it were buried, as all corpses should 

be.’33  
Further, early Salvationist missional practice took both the incarnation and the Great Commission 

seriously. William Booth was concerned that the words of scripture be ‘translated into life’ and 
practice, and that his people might be ‘actual flesh-and-blood translations’ of the Bible and of the 
‘mind of Christ,’ ‘epistles inspired and empowered by the Holy Ghost, that can be read and known of 

all men.’34 This commitment would see the Army’s work expand not just into new strata of society in 
‘darkest England’ but also across national borders, as had been made clear from the outset, with the 
Army mobilising ‘to carry the blood of Christ and the fire of the Holy Ghost into every corner of the 

world.’35 By 1890, the Army had ‘opened fire’ in thirty-four countries.36   
In keeping with its ‘all things to all men’ approach, the Army’s cross-cultural missionaries were 

instructed to adapt to the local context and adopt local dress and customs ‘as far as the nature of 

Christianity would allow.’37 When work began in India as early as 1882, the Army missionaries 
assumed the place of religious mendicants in order to be able to reach those at the bottom of the 

Indian caste system.38  This echoed Sadhu Sundar Singh’s famous missional axiom that Indians 

needed to be offered ‘the Water of Life’ in an Indian cup rather than a Western one.39 The Founder 
also encouraged the equipping of local leadership, insisting that ‘Americans must conduct the war in 
America, that Frenchmen must evangelise France, and Indians must missionise India’ - all radical 

thoughts in Britain during the imperial century.40 At the end of his life, General Booth reportedly 

made his son, Bramwell, promise to unfurl The Salvation Army flag in China.41 The trajectory towards 
ever-expanding light and grace had been set, and the boundaries of the community would continue to 
extend to include other brothers, sisters, and even unlikely strangers both near and far. 

Notwithstanding such promising beginnings, The Salvation Army has not been immune to the 
pressures of colonialism, xenophobia and inward-focused and exclusive tendencies. Some of its more 
inclusive missional practices of adaptability would come to be weakened by British colonialism and 
the pressures of ‘civilising’ religion. It was also, if not complicit, then at least initially silent in the face 

of apartheid.42  In Australia today, The Salvation Army as a church is in rapid decline. It has 
particularly struggled to reach significant numbers of members of culturally and linguistically diverse 
backgrounds, and, with only few exceptions, it is overwhelmingly made up of an ageing Anglo-Saxon 
population in a society which is increasingly diverse.   

The Salvation Army would be well-served by recalibrating its mission against the principles, spirit 
and inspiration of the early Army, looking beyond mere methodological concerns. In considering any 
future challenge, The Salvation Army should avow its commitment to remain ‘a salvation people,’ 
holding on firmly to its Wesleyan theological roots. The salvation and mission in view should be 
holistic and at no point confined only to future spiritual benefits. As both a church and a catalyst for 
mission imbued by justice-righteousness, it ought unwaveringly to guard its periphery-orientation and 
its commitment to being sent to the margins. As it guards its identity, it will need to remember that 
Jesus, too, was a ‘displaced person’ and not allow anyone to forget the community’s own past as 
strangers, slaves and misfits.  Doing so will require determination, particularly as its very mission will 
(hopefully) destigmatise and demarginalise those initially encountered at the periphery.  The 
boundaries of Christ’s light and grace will need to be continuously expanding beyond the present 
community, blurring socio-economic, group identity and cultural boundary lines, if it is truly to 
recover the radical inclusiveness of the early Army. This may at times be a costly embrace as it would 
require the movement to readjust its own identity in order to make space for the other to enter.  If it 
does not, it is only one-sided, and cannot rightfully be considered an embrace.   Such a posture may 
find The Salvation Army reconstituted on the periphery, in solidarity with others whose identity is 
liminal. Its commitment to kenotic love would continue to drive the radical resolve that no one should 
be foreign to this expansive embrace, for the love of Christ compels us (2 Cor. 5:14).  

                                                 
33 C. Booth, The Salvation Army in Relation to the Church and State (London: The Salvation Army, 1890), 83-84. 
34 W. Booth, ‘The Revised Bible’, The War Cry, 30 May, 1885. Reproduced in The Founder Speaks Again - a Selection of the 
Writings of William Booth, ed. C. Barnes (London: Salvationist Publishing & Supplies, 1960), 197-200. 
35 Founding Congress address, cited in Begbie, The Life of General William Booth, 437. 
36 Murdock, Origins of the Salvation Army, 136.   
37 The Salvation Army, The Salvation Army Year Book 1993 (London: The Salvation Army International Headquarters, 1992), 
181. 
38 Gariepy, Christianity in Action, 122-24. 
39 T.M. Philip, ‘What Do You Make of Indian Theology, Currents in Theology and Mission 10, no. 2 (1983): 82-86. 
40 W. Booth, cited in Malcolm Bale, The Salvation Army - Its Origin and Development (St Albans: Campfield Press, 1990), 31. 
41 Gariepy, Christianity in Action, 127. 
42 Trevor Tuck, ‘Human Dignity in an Oppressive World,’ Word and Deed 1, no. 4 (2001). See also General Eva Burrows on the 
issue of apartheid, cited in Gariepy, Christianity in Action, 168-72. 



Further, active participation in the mission should be driven not just by a select few but by 
everybody, and should also espouse the same flexibility to respond differently to different 
circumstances. At times, the same radical and occasionally ruthless pragmatism and utilitarianism of 
the Founders may need to be allowed to be directed at the movement itself, calling into question the 
shape of its own culture, practices and structure. All traditions should be evaluated against the 
benefits they provide, with a willingness to abandon or reshape whatever is no longer helpful for the 
present time. The very military structures, symbols and practices which have served it well in the past, 
have in many places come to be perceived as something alienating rather than an asset. If this is found 
genuinely to be so in any particular context, the Army may need to adopt a different posture and 
define new culturally sensitive and congruous symbols and practices.   

After all, the core identity of The Salvation Army is anchored not in its uniform or military regalia 
or language, but in its identity-in-mission as a Wesleyan centrifugal missions movement, charged to 
‘preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and meet human needs in His name without discrimination.’43  To 
keep true to this rich heritage, it must do so as a salvation people, sent to the margins, courageously 
daring to cross borders, by any and all means possible. Such an Army could quickly develop a 
reputation as a movement of simple, organic and inclusive communities where holiness is expressed 
as perfect, sacramental and kenotic love. Perhaps it might even constitute a new order of ordinary 
radicals, where every member could agree with General Osborn, that:  

 
My life must be Christ’s broken bread,  
my love his outpoured wine.  
A cup o’erfilled, a table spread  
beneath His name and Sign  
That other souls, refreshed and fed,  
may share His life through mine.44   
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43 International mission statement of The Salvation Army. Cf. The Salvation Army, The Salvation Army Year Book 2018 
(London: The Salvation Army International Headquarters, 2017), i. 
44 A. Osborn, The Song Book of the Salvation Army (London: The Salvation Army, 2015), SASB #610, 523. 


